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ABSTRACT 
This paper is studied about the Relative pronouns in English and Isim Mausul in Arabic: 
a Contrastive analysis, this paper compared between two different languages especially 
English and Arabic. 
The paper is about the comparison between English and Arabic, Especially for Relative 
pronouns (English) and Isim Mausul (Arabic), the explanation including the meaning both of 
it, the examples, the divisions, and the position of the reading ways. 
Later on, the writer compared them all; both of Relative pronouns in English and Isim Mausul 
in Arabic, the writer clarified the similarities and the differences to be more understandable. 
And the last, the writer figured out the clear and explanations about the both of it. 
The writer concluded there are more differences and some of the similarities in 
relative pronouns in English and Isim Mausul in Arabic. 
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INTRODUCTION 
A. Background  
The writer chose the both of English and Arabic as the subject and for the paper writing, 
both of these languages is admitted as the world language (English is considered as the first 
language in service, and Arabic as the sixth official language in the United Nations), and it is 
interesting for the writer to compare both and analyzed it as well. 
Arabic is very important to be understood especially for Muslims, because a lot of 
references and references written in Arabic, it is also because of the source of Koran (al-
Qur’an) and prophetic traditions of Muhammad PBUH (Peace be upon him), hadith or 
sunnah are originally written in Arabic, whereas English as the tool to enlarge our knowledge 
and comprehension about the development of science and technology anywhere through 
something written and mentioned in English. 
The writer generally compared both of them (Relative Pronouns in English and Isim 
mausul in Arabic) especially the contrastive and some of the similarities. 
1. Problem Statements 
What is the similarities and differences of Relative Pronouns in English and Isim Mausul 
in Arabic? 
2. The Objective of the Study 
1) To enrich the study of the language, especially in the matters of the comparison and 
contrastive analysis. 
2) To explain the comparison between the relative pronouns in English and Isim Mausul 
in Arabic. 
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3. Significance of the Research 
For the writer in deepen his knowledge about the analyzing of two different languages, 
and for other people who are interested in it. 
4. Scope of the Research 
The paper only specified in relative pronouns in English and Isim Mausul in Arabic, it is 
caused by both of these terms derived from two different languages and the writer sees 
it is similar in use and the differences, because according to writer survey on most of 
students and teachers they are considered Arabic is much more complicated than 
English in general. 
5. Definition of Terms 
To be more comprehended and understand some of the words are defined as follows: 
a. Relative : this is considered in relation to or proportion to something or somebody 
else, it has the connection with something; referring to something referring to 
(Hornby, 1995: 986). 
b. Pronouns: A word in place of a noun or noun phrase (Echols and Shadily, 1998: 451). 
The meaning of “al-asma al-mausulah can be seen as the following explanations:  
1. Mausul is connection, it indicates the relationship: silah and the place to return or 
the connection to the word or sentence before mausul (al-ahdal, WY: 53). 
2. Mausul is the obscure lafadz except with the explanation through the mentioned 
sentence afterward namely silah (Ridha, WY: 53). 
3. Mausul is the connecting word which is connected to the something that makes 
perfect, therefore, imperfect sentences unless the consisting of each sentence (al-
Hashimiy: 1354: 99-100). 
 
6. Research Method 
In writing this paper, the writer used a descriptive analysis, the data is quoted according 
to the genuine ones, and the writer read some books which have the relation to the 
topic, the literature reading and so forth. 
AL-ASMA AL-MAUSULAH IN ARABIC 
A. The Meaning of al-asma al Mausulah  
Al-asma al-Mausulah in Arabic is the two words it means one meaning namely al asma 
and the word al-mausulah, the word al asma is the plural from the word al ism which means 
the name or noun. Meanwhile, the word al-mausulah is the adjective from derivational word 
al asma it means connection, and lexically means the connection word. 
In Arabic this connection word has a large number of (various) but it is given meaning 
in Indonesian it means yang for the all. And then it has the same meaning, from the all of 
the words, but in using of the Arabic sentences have the various. 
The meaning al-mausulah = singular verb this can be uttered as an abscure utterance 
(lafadz) except there is a sentence in the following and it is called silah mausul (connecting 
to isim mausul itself), in practice there are two sentences which we called, and the first 
sentence relates to the second sentence, because the first sentence does not have the 
perfect meaning, unless including the next sentence, the midst word between both of these 
sentences which is called al-mausul or connecting word. 
 Example: 
 Arraajul alladzii raaytuhu laylan yajiu = The man who I saw him last night is coming. 
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The word “the man” does not have meaning in this sentence, unless in the next 
sentence “I met him last night is coming” and the middle words of “who” called isim mausul 
in Arabic. Actually many of experts wrote about the meaning of al-Mausul=Isim mausul 
formulated in many sentences, but have the same meaning as above. 
B. Al-Asma al-Mausulah and Its’ Examples of Using in the Sentence 
As the previous explanation of wa al-asma al-Mausulah is the plural from the words 
ismun mausul it means a number of countable words. 
1. The Example for the human beings: 
Atthaalibu alladzii yaktubu addarsa jaalisan = The meaning: The students who writes 
the lesson is sitting.  
2. The example of using in non-human being (gairu al-Aqil): 
Alqalamu alladzii aktubu bihi addarsu jamiilun = The pencil that I use for writing is good. 
3. The example of it’s using for human beings or other kind of it: 
Jaa Arraajulaani alladzaani yaskunaani fi al-madinaah = The meaning: the two men who 
live in the city are arrived.  
4. The example of using for plural Muzakkar (human beings): 
Almuslimuuna alladziina saafaruw ilaa makkata jaau.= The muslims who had gone to 
Mecca have arrived. 
5. The Example of using for al-Aqil: 
Albintu allatii tataallamu fil khariij abuuha ganiyyu = The girl who learns abroad her 
father is rich. 
6. The Example for gairu al-aqil 
Assajaratu allatii tanbutu amama albayti musmiratun.= The meaning: The tree in front 
of the house is cropping. 
7. The example of using for the human beings or al-aqil: 
Attholibaani allazaani tasytarakaani fii al-imtihaani naajihani=The two students who 
follow the examination are passed. 
8. The example of using for the non-human being sentence (qairu al-aqli): 
Addaulataani allataani takhtalifaani tatahaarabaani. = The two countries who oppose 
will get into war. 
9. Almuslimaatu allaai’ yuqimna  asyalawaati alhamsa tathmainnu quluubuhunna=The 
muslims (feminine) who keep five times of prayings, their heart would be convenient. 
10. The example of using for the human being (al-aqil) and masculine (muzakkar) and it’s 
performer of singular: 
Taajjabtu ila majiika= I admired he who came to you yesterday. 
11. The example of using man for the human being (alfaail) and feminine (muannaas) and 
it’s performer is singular. 
Ataajjabu ila  man tazakara dury sahu kulla yaumiin = The meaning: I admired to whom 
always repeats her lessons everyday. 
12. The example of using man for the human being and feminine and for two: 
Ataajjabu  ila man tazakaraa duru sahuma kulla yauum.= The meaning: I admired whom 
repeat their lessons everyday. 
13. The example for al-aqil and feminine singular: 
Ataajjabu ila  ayyi imraatin tarakaha walidahaa = I’m amazed by the woman whom left 
her parents away. 
14. The example of al-aqil and indicates “two”: 
Tafaddaltu arrajulayni alhadiraynis = The meaning: I pleased who came (for two 
people). 
15. The example of using for al-aqil amuzakkar in plural: 
Yukrimu arrajulu alhdiriina  = The meaning: The man respected the men who came. 
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16. The example of using for al-aqil, al jam’u, al muannas (feminine): 
Ahsantu ila ayyi fi syahfi yahduru = The meaning: I welcome to every women who is 
coming. 
 The experts of Arabic grammarians divided Isim Mausul in two parts namely: 
1. Isim mausul can seen as the words which is called Isim Mausul according to the 
lafadz and Isim. 
2. Isim Mausul can be seen as special Isim Mausul and it is used as multifunctions Isim 
Mausul. 
Although these are a number of dissimilarities among the types of pronouns some 
may be freely choosen and some may not, some are substitutes and some are not, some are 
inflected and some are not, some take adjective modification and some some do not, these 
are two features that most pronouns have in common. One is their weak lexical content. 
Whatever meanings they have are defined from the content in which they are used. In 
addition, many pronouns have the ability to serve either of two functions-they may stand 
alone in noun function, or they may act as adjectives (determiners) that precedes descriptive 
adjective (Marcella, 1972: 20). 
There are several different kinds of pronouns in English some of them are personal 
pronouns which can be either subject or object pronouns, possessive pronouns, relative 
pronouns, reflexive pronouns, and reciprocal pronouns (Sharpe, 2002: 126). 
THE RESEARCH RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
Generally, the languages have the similarities one to another, in the certain parts of 
course, but they differ in forms and patterns, in the same case of Arabic and English, in the 
matter of al-Asma al-Mausulah in Arabic and relative pronouns in English. 
In arabic, it seems more complicated than English, on the other hand, the words in use 
in English are less than the words used in Arabic, in English the useful words namely: what, 
that, where,why,when, who. 
Arabic, is more complicated and compelx language, including the using of relative 
pronouns (Isim Mausul), because the uses twelve words used as the connecting, all means 
which is in every positions, in the practical use they are (Arabic words) much more varied. 
In Arabic the using of Isim Mausul I used in many contents and meanings, in this matter, 
the writer uses two phrases namely the largely in use and in the meaning. The writer 
intended with the large using, because in Arabic are very intense in the seven basic things, 
including in Isim Mausul, these seven things that we are going back to talk is the word 
muannas which is in use, only the all of words which is included in muannas and it indicates 
the feminine or referring to the feminine. 
The word muzakkar which is in use only for the all of words included in muzakkar and 
it indicates the masculine or referring to the masculine. The both of terms and classification 
about, the confirmation, as hard as it has in Arabic, this clarification is not merely about the 
classification, but also the influence related structure of the sentence. 
Singular word, this matter equally existed in the pressure, either in Arabic or English. 
But in Arabic the word mausul has its own singular word in the existed words, and on the 
contrary it does not in English. Mutsanna the special word which is in use refers to the two 
things, even the related word absolutely the same, including pronouns. 
Plural (jama’) in this matter has the same level of importance either in Arabic or English, 
but in Arabic especially in Isim Mausul has it’s own plural except the word man and the word 
ayyu in English either in singular meaning or the plural, the connecting word (relative 
pronouns) Is just the same. 
The word also classified into al-Aqil, these words are the all words which is indicated of 
human beings (examples: the student,teacher,nurse,employee and so forth). The words also 
classified into gairu al-aqil, these words are the all of the words which are identified in non-
human beings such as: house, school, knife, shop, book,earth,and sky, and so on.  
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The the relationship between the first and the second sentence, after Isim Mausul 
closely related no merely because the equality such as the connecting “who” even always 
known and furthermore comprehended because it is always consists of pronouns which is in 
use as the connecting, either obviously or unobviously. 
In English it has the differentiation between the words “he,him,his,himself” (for the 
masculine). And for the feminine such as she, her, herself, but not as complex as in Arabic, 
so as to affects to the all of the words which are to be related for each group that we have 
seen previously. 
CONCLUSION   
After having been explained this wiring simply, the writer draws the following conclusions: 
1. Arabic language generally, and especially Isim Mausul the number of words are less, but 
the functions of it’s every words in relation to Isim Mausul, Arabic it seems with it’s own 
complex types, being consequent Arabic language in Using singular word, Mutsanna 
(this using is not included in English) and plural (jama’). 
2. Singular (mufrad) dual for feminines (mutsanna) and plural (jama’) in Arabic in use for 
all, either noun, verb, or, Isim Mausul itself. Whereas in English it does not have the dual 
terms for feminine (mutsanna), in English it has two categories namely singular (mufrad) 
and plural (jama’), but it is just for noun and not for the verb and adjective and so forth. 
3. In Arabic, beyond the consequence with the previous terms, in the grouping in use it is 
merely for feminine (muannas) and for masculine (muzakkar) and some for both of 
them, Arabic has its uniqueness, the relative sometimes un-written although the 
existence admitted (dhamiir=relative words) and has it’s functions, this is not existed in 
English. 
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